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By combining the recent WMAP measurements of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies and the
results of the recent luminosity distance measurements to type-Ia supernovae, we find that the normalization of
the matter power spectrum on cluster scales,s8, can be used to discriminate between dynamical models of
dark energy~quintessence models! and a conventional cosmological constant model (LCDM).
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INTRODUCTION

The WMAP satellite measurements of the cosmic mic
wave background anisotropies@1# have provided accurat
determinations of many of the fundamental cosmological
rameters. When combined with other data sets such as
luminosity distance to type-Ia supernovae or large sc
structure~LSS! data @3–6#, they reinforce the need for a
exotic form of dark energy, which is characterized by a ne
tive pressure and is responsible for the observed accele
expansion of the universe. There are two main scenarios
to explain the nature of the dark energy, a time independ
cosmological constantL and quintessence, which involve
an evolving scalar field Q@7–9#. Previous tests of quintes
sence with pre-WMAP CMB data@10–12# have led to con-
straints on the value of the dark energy equation of s
parameter,wQ&20.7 with the cosmological constant valu
wL521 being the best fit. Nevertheless a dynamical fo
of dark energy is not excluded. Specifically the detection o
time variation in this parameter would be of immense imp
tance as it would rule out a simple cosmological const
scenario. When parametrizing quintessence models we
not want to assume simply a constant equation of statewQ
since this introduces a systematic bias in the analysis of
mological distance measurements@13#, with the effect of fa-
voring larger negative values ofwQ if the dark energy is time
dependent. For instance it is possible that claims fo
‘‘phantom’’ component, wherewQ,21 @11,14# are entirely
caused by this effect. Moreover, assumingwQ constant un-
derestimates the contribution of the dark energy pertur
tions ~which are a specific feature of scalar field models! on
the evolution of the gravitational potentials and conseque
the effect on the CMB power spectrum@15#. In this paper we
deliberately do not assumewQ to be constant, rather we fo
cus on the relation between a dynamical dark energy com
nent and the normalization of the dark matter power sp
trum on cluster scales,s8. We also discuss the age of th
universe,t0, and show how the new data sets undermine
use for distinguishing between different dark energy mod

METHOD AND DATA

In this analysis, rather than considering a specific sc
field model, we allow for a time dependence of the equat
1550-7998/2004/70~4!/041301~5!/$22.50 70 0413
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of state parameterwQ . Several formulas have been propos
in the literature@16,17# all with limited applicability. In@18#
a form for wQ(z) was suggested which is valid at all red
shifts and parametrizes the equation of state in terms of
parameters, which specify the value of the equation of s
parameter todaywQ

0 , and during the matter or radiation era
wQ

m/wQ
r ; the scale factorac

m where the equation of stat
changes fromwQ

m to wQ
0 and the width of the transitionD.

Since big-bang nucleosynthesis bounds limit the amoun
dark energy to be negligible during the radiation domina
era, without loss of generality we can further reduce o
parameter space by settingwQ

r 5wQ
m in Eq. ~4! of Ref. @18#.

The parameters given by the vectorW̄Q5(wQ
0 ,wQ

m ,ac
m ,D)

can account for most of the dark energy models propose
the literature. For instance quintessence models characte
by a slowly varying equation of state, such as supergra
inspired models@19#, correspond to a region of our param
eter space for which 0,ac

m/D,1, while rapidly varying
models, such as the two exponential potential case@20#, cor-
respond toac

m/D.1. Models with a simple constant equa
tion of state are given bywQ

0 5wQ
m . The cosmological con-

stant case is also included and corresponds to the follow
cases:wQ

0 5wQ
m521 or wQ

0 521 and ac
m&0.1 with ac

m/D
.1. Assuming a flat geometry we perform a likelihoo
analysis of the WMAP data to constrain dark energy mod
specified by the vectorW̄Q and the cosmological paramete
W̄C5(VQ ,Vbh2,h,nS ,t,As) which are the dark energy den
sity, the baryon density, the Hubble parameter, the sc
spectral index, the optical depth and the overall amplitude
the scalar fluctuations respectively. We have modified a v
sion of theCMBFAST code @21# to include the dark energy
perturbation equations in terms of the time derivatives of
equation of state@22#. In order to break the geometric dege
eracy betweenwQ

0 , VQ andh, we use the most recent com
pilation of supernova data of@4# in addition to the WMAP
TT and TE power spectrum data. We evaluate the likeliho
of CMB data with the help of the software provided by th
WMAP team @23#. The important point which we want to
stress is that we are able to treat both data sets~WMAP and
SN-Ia! without making any prior assumptions concerning t
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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underlying cosmological model, in order to be as conser
tive as possible and to evade potential problems with iss
like relative normalizations and bias. We restrict our analy
to dark energy models that satisfy the null dominant ene
condition andwQ

0 ,wQ
m>21 and following the analysis by

the WMAP team, we use the priort<0.3 in order to prevent
Vb from taking unphysically high values.

RESULTS

The WMAP CMB data constrains the cosmological p
rametersW̄C in a range of values consistent with the resu
of previous analysis such as@2,24,25#. In particular we find
the scalar spectral indexnS51.0060.04, the physical
baryon densityVbh250.023460.0014 and the optical dept
t50.1760.06. As mentioned above, in order to break t
degeneracy betweenwQ

0 , VQ andh, we combine the CMB
data with the SN-Ia luminosity distance measurements. T
allows us to constrain the Hubble constant to beh50.68
60.03, in agreement with the HST value@26#, the dark en-
ergy densityVQ50.7260.04~all limits so far at 1s) and the
present value of the equation of statewQ

0 ,20.82 ~at 95%
C.L.!. It is important to stress that the addition of the da
energy parametersW̄Q does not introduce any new degene
cies with the other parameters. This is clear from the fact
the constraints onW̄C are in agreement with other previou
data analyses. Figure 1 shows the marginalized o
dimensional likelihoods forLCDM and the dynamic dark
energy models. We will defer a detailed discussion of th
results to a later paper, and in this paper concentrate on

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Marginalized likelihoods for the various
cosmological parameters in theLCDM scenario~red dashed curve!
and including the QCDM models~black curve!. The results agree
very well with each other.
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use of dark matter clustering as a probe of quintessence m
els.

In general we expect dark energy to affect the value ofs8
because it can lead to a different expansion history of
universe@27#. However, in@15# it was shown that different
dark energy models leave particular imprints on the la
angular scales of the CMB anisotropy power spectr
through the integrated Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! effect. The excess
of power produced by the ISW at low multipoles affects t
normalization of the matter power spectrum@28#. For in-
stance models with a fast late time transition in the equa
of state produce a larger ISW effect than a pure cosmolog
constant scenario. As a consequence they require a sm
amplitude of primordial fluctuations in order to match th
observed CMB spectrum. In this case the predicted value
s8 will be smaller than in theLCDM model. This specific
class of models has already been investigated using
WMAP data@12,29#, but the results underestimated the o
tical depth subsequently found by WMAP, leading to
overestimation of the power on small angular scales. I
only with the release of the first year of WMAP data th
through one CMB data set, we can link the anisotropies
large and small angular scales. This is an exciting featur
the data, as it allows us to properly assess the effects of
and the normalization of the matter power spectrum. In F
2 we plot the two dimensional likelihood contours in th
Vm2s8 plane. The filled contours correspond to 1 and 2s

values for the dark energy models spanned byW̄Q , while the
solid curves correspond to theLCDM case. As expected
from the above discussion, we note thatL models have sys-
tematically higher values ofs8 than models with a time
varying equation of state.

It seems clear that a CMB independent estimate of
value ofs8 would be able to distinguish between aLCDM
and dynamical equation of state model. For instance va
of s8,0.7 would be rejected at 2s in the LCDM case.

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Marginalized 68% and 95% confidenc
contours for quintessence~filled contours! and LCDM models
~solid lines!. LCDM has a systematically higher value ofs8, and a
slightly higher value ofVm .
1-2
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More specifically we find that the value ofs8 can discrimi-
nate between different dark energy models. This can be s
in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 which are the main result of this paper
Fig. 3 we plot the average value ofs8 as a function ofac

m

andwQ
0 , where the average is taken over all models in o

chain which exhibit a rapid transition~defined here aswQ
m

.20.2 andD,0.1). A LCDM model corresponds toac
m

→0 andwQ
0 521. The average value ofs8 in this point is

0.9. As we move away from theLCDM corner, the average
s8 decreases monotonically, as seen by the contours. To
sess the usefulness ofs8 for distinguishing between model
given today’s data, we also plot two 68% confidence regio
one for models withs8.0.9 ~lighter gray! and one with

FIG. 3. The averages8 as a function ofwQ
0 andac

m for models
with a rapid transition inwQ ~numbered lines!. We also show the
68% confidence regions for models withs8,0.6 ~dark gray! and
s8.0.9 ~light gray!.

FIG. 4. The averages8 as a function ofwQ
m andac

m for models
with a rapid transition inwQ ~numbered lines!. We also show the
68% confidence regions for models withs8,0.6 ~dark gray! and
s8.0.9 ~light gray!.
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s8,0.6 ~darker gray!. Clearly, if we restrict ourselves to
models with a high value ofs8, we favor aLCDM-like
behavior of the dark energy. In the opposite case, we
ac

m*0.3. Together with the fast-transition conditions giv
above, this means that these models have an equation of
w(z.2)@21, and we would exclude the casep52r at
over 95% C.L. As we marginalize over all other paramete
we see that no degeneracies spoil this result.

As a complementary view, we can plotac
m and wQ

m for
fast-transition models~without the condition onwQ

m); see
Fig. 4. The data requires thatwQ

0 ,20.8 and soLCDM
models occupy the region defined by eitherac

m→0 ~in which
case the equation of state is independent ofwQ

m) or wQ
m

→21 @and thusw(z)'21 without transition#, which again
coincides with the high-s8 models. Models withs8,0.6 on
the other hand require bothac

m*0.3 andwQ
m*20.7 at 68%

C.L.
Figure 5 is the corresponding figure for dark energy mo

els with a slowly varying equation of state (0,ac
m/D

,0.8). In this case the relevant parameters arewQ
m andwQ

0 ,
and theLCDM models are now atwQ

0 5wQ
m521. Again,s8

decreases rapidly as we move away from that corner.
show once more the 1s regions for models withs8.0.9
~lighter gray! and withs8,0.6 ~darker gray!. Models with a
high value ofs8 are again clustered around theLCDM re-
gion, and those with a low clustering amplitude requirew
@21 at high redshift.

We expect these regions to shrink as the cosmolog
parameters become more constrained by future data, w
will improve the impact of clustering as a probe of the tim
dependence of the dark energy. This is our main result, an
means that, given a precise measurement ofs8, we can im-
pose strong limits not only on the value ofw today,but also
at earlier times. Even ifwQ

0 '21 today, we are able to prob
its behavior at higher redshift and to either excludeLCDM

FIG. 5. The averages8 as a function ofwQ
0 andwQ

m for models
with a smoothly varyingwQ ~numbered lines!. We also show the
68% confidence regions for models withs8,0.6 ~dark gray! and
s8.0.9 ~light gray!.
1-3
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or significantly constrain quintessence type models.
though especially slowly varying models cannot be ruled
as they can approximate the behavior of a true cosmolog
constant arbitrarily closely, these models become less
less attractive as they start to require the same fine tunin
L itself.

Why are we usings8 as a variable as opposed to simp
choosing one of the many published measured values ofs8?
First, the published data shows a large spread of values@30#,
so that our conclusions would strongly depend on the cho
of data sets. Second, the measurements also depend in
eral on the dark energy parameters and the results quote
only valid for LCDM models. For example, this is the ca
for the large scale structure results, which implicitly assu
a LCDM model when passing from redshift space to r
space, and for weak lensing measurements. In the se
case, the dependence on the dark energy characteristi
strong enough that it can be used to constrain the evolu
of the equation of state@31#. As an illustration, we can as
sume that the clustering results deduced from velocity fie
in Ref. @32# are unaffected by the details of the dark ener
evolution. As a rough approximation to their PSCz resu
we sets8'(1.1360.05)(Vm/0.3)0.6. In this case, the con
straints on quintessence models become much stronger,
wQ

0 ,20.9 at 95% C.L. On the other hand, if future precisi
measurements converge ons8&0.7 thenLCDM is ruled out
at high significance.

Moreover, s8 is linked to the amplitude of the matte
power spectrumP(k) on small scales. To measure a possi
running of the scalar spectral index,dnS /dlogk, in inflation-
ary models, it is necessary to combine CMB data on la
scales withP(k) on small scales. Since quintessence mod
can change the amount of clustering on small scales w
respect to aLCDM model, it is possible for them to mimic
the effect of such a running. This possibility should be ke
in mind when constraining models through the combinat
of different data sets@27#.

Another observable which has been studied in this con
is the age of the universe,t0 @33,34#, which is in general also
a function of the dark energy parametersW̄Q . An indepen-
dent measurement oft0 ~for which the WMAP limit doesnot
qualify, as it explicitly assumesLCDM) can thus be used to
set limits on the equation of state. Since the luminosity d
tancedL and t0 possess a similar dependence on the Hub
rate, the SN-Ia data, which probe about two-thirds of the
of universe, can provide tight constraints ont0 even for ge-
neric dark energy models. For example in@4# considering
LCDM cosmologies, the authors obtainH0t050.9660.04.
The limit is also valid for quintessence, as we findH0t0
50.9660.03 for the combination of CMB and SN-Ia dat
This constraint, together with the remaining slight dege
eracy inH0 which leads to lower values of the Hubble co
stant as we move away from theLCDM models, means tha
the allowed quintessence models are older than those w
cosmological constant, as we can see in Fig. 6. The mar
alized age of quintessence universes ist0513.860.3 Gyr,
while in theLCDM caset0513.5560.26. Clearly, it will be
difficult to use t0 to disentangle different models until th
04130
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uncertainty in the cosmological parameters is further
duced. But if we were to find a lower limit on the age of th
universe which is too high forLCDM, we could potentially
interpret it to be a sign of quintessence.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated how, by combin
WMAP and SN-Ia data, it is possible to use the normaliz
tion of the dark energy power spectrum on cluster scales,s8,
to discriminate between dynamical models of dark ene
~quintessence models! and a conventional cosmological con
stant model (LCDM). In particular we have shown for th
first time that a CMB independent measurement ofs8 allows
us to constrain the parameters describing the evolution of
dark energy equation of state. For instance, we found
standardLCDM is ruled out at over 95% C.L.~compared to
a time dependent dark energy component! if s8,0.7. This
constraint can be relaxed by going beyond the stand
model, i.e., introducing very massive neutrinos or a runn
of the spectral index@35#. However, we expect improved
data to lead to stronger limits in the near future. We have a
briefly discussed the use of the age of the universet0 as a
way of constraining dark energy models, and shown that
itself it does not discriminate between quintessence
LCDM models, although coupled withs8, it may act as a
useful cross check.

We thank R.R. Caldwell, M. Doran and K. Moodley fo
useful discussions. M.K. and D.P. are supported by PPA
P.S.C. was partially supported by Sussex University. We
knowledge extensive use of the UK National Cosmology S
percomputer funded by PPARC, HEFCE and Silic
Graphics/Cray Research.

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Marginalized 68% and 95% confidenc
contours for quintessence~filled contours! and LCDM models
~solid lines!.
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